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A modified form of the Mitchell —Makinson time-dependent perturbative calculation of the surface

photoelectric effect has been carried out based on a significantly improved treatment of surface-polarization

charge-density variations. The approach taken allows calculation of the excitation current back into the

metal as well as into vacuum, and is generally applicable to the surface wave (plasmon) or to the direct

optical mode of p-polarized-light excitation of the surface effect. Numerical results are presented for

aluminum, but the general conclusions of the paper should be applicable to all nearly-free-electron metals,

The behavior of the surface charge is shown to have a fundamental effect upon the frequency dependence of
the surface effect, causing a marked enhancement in the effect at low energies followed by an almost total

suppression of the surface effect at energies near the volume plasma energy. Surface photoexcitation at these

lower energies is shown to dominate the photoemission from surface-wave decay as well as from direct

optical excitation at high angles of light incidence. The surface-wave (plasmon) mode of excitation is shown

to be particularly strong, with surface excitation dominating the decay of the high-k plasmons typically

excited on real surfaces. Comparisons of the results of this calculation are made with existing experimental

data, and the prediction that surface waves (plasmons) should form a uniquely strong mode of surface-effect

excitation is shown to be quantitatively consistent with recent experimental studies of photoemission in

surface-plasmon decay. The historical failure to observe direct optical excitation of the surface photoelectric

effect in the alkalis is explained, and a suggestion for detecting direct-optical excitation of the effect in other

nearly-free-electron metals is made based on the results of this calculation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Calculations of the surface photoelectric effect
have a long history t-s but have suffered over the

years from inadequate treatments of the electro-
magnetic excitation fields. These inadequacies
have arisen in part from the theoretical problem in

treating the dynamic behavior of an electron gas
near its surface, and in part from the opinion that
experimentally obtainable metallic films could not

be made atomically smooth. In the present paper
new perspectives on these problems are presented
as they relate to the macroscopic behavior of the
excitation fields vs polarization, angle of inci-
dence, and energy of excitation, and as they relate
to the microscopic behavior of the fields at the sur-
face. Proper treatment of these effects are
shown to have fundamental implications on the an

gular and frequency ranges over which the surface
Photoelectric effect can be exjected to be observed
Quantitative results are presented for the surface
photoelectric effect in aluminum (Al), but the ap-
proach and many of the conclusions of this paper
should be considered generally applicable to all
nearly-f ree-electron metals.

Surface photoexcitation is by definition an exci-
tation process in metals by which momentum is
conserved via electronic reflection at the surface.
It follows that this process can only occur if there
is an excitation field component normal to the sur-
face. Calculations of the surface photoeffect thus

depend critically upon the detailed macroscopic

and microscopic behavior of this normal field com-
ponent. The microscopic behavior of this field
component near the surface is related to the dy-
namic behavior of surface-polarization charge
fluctuations. In the present paper recent attempts
to characterize these charge-density variationsv 8

are applied for the first time to a surface-effect
calculation. Of comparable importance is the
shifted perspective of this paper concerning the
macroscopic behavior of the excitation fields.

It has long been realized that the calculation and

detection of the surface photoeffect would be great-
ly simplified if one could assume ideal or atomi-
cally smooth surfaces such that only oblique-inci-
dence p-polarized light could couple to the effect.
Unfortunately, the implications of this view have

not been pursued in previous calculations owing to
past experimental difficulties in obtaining atomi-
cally smooth and atomically clean metallic films.
Several calculations have in fact been devoted to
surface photoexcitation on roughened surfaces.
Quite recent studies ~ of vacuum-evaporated
films of various metals indicate that under proper
preparation circumstances, films of certain met-
als can be prepared which are atomically smooth.
Typical of these results is the striking transmis-
sion-electron micrograph of a 158-A-thick evapo-
rated-gold (Au) film taken by Theye and shown in

Fig. 1. The micrograph indicates very flat,
smooth crystallites with lateral dimensions com-
parable to a 1 p,, and having only slight depressions
of a few angstroms along grain boundaries. While
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FIG. 1. Transmission electron micrograph of a 158-
A-thick vacuum-evapora, ted film of Au. Note that the
lateral dimensions of the crystals are comparable to 1 p,

(M. L. Theye, H,ef. 9),

Au is not a nearly-free-electron metal, films of
other metals, including Al~0 "have indicated com-
parabl. e structure.

Throughout the calculations of this paper it is
assumed that such smooth metallic surfaces are
indeed experimentally achievable. This assump-
tion greatly simplifies the treatment of macroscop-
ic variations in the excitation fields and allows a
general calculation of the surface effect in terms
of p-polarized-light excitation at an arbitrary angle
of incidence. For such smooth surfaces, the im-
portant but spurious coupling to surface waves can
be ignored. Surface-wave (plasmon) excitation,
where it does occur, is treated as a special case
of p-polarized-light excitation at an appropriate
complex angle of incidence. '

Existing experimental evidence for the surface
effect in plasmon decay' and previous fail-
ures'4-" to unambiguously detect the-surface effect
in optical excitation are both discussed within the
context of the present results. Implications of
these calculations with regard to possible future
detection of the surface effect are also described.

II. CALCULATION

The model used for the present calculation of
surface photoelectric excitation is a modification
of the time-dependent perturbative approach to the
problem first taken by Mitchell. 3 This model as-
sumes that the metal is well approximated by a,

free-electron gas, and in the present calculation,
we assume an image charge potential at the sur-

face. The all important divergence term in the ex-
citation Hamiltonian is included as first suggested
by Makinson, and the excitation fields in the re-
gion of the surface-polarization charge are de-
rived based on the Bloch hydrodynamic equations.
This latter contribution is shown to be of funda-
mental importance in accurately evaluating the
strength and frequency dependence of the surface
effect. A detailed treatment of the macroscopic
field configurations of the exciting fields is sim-
plified by assuming ideally smooth surfaces with
all excitation via p-polarized light at oblique
angles of incidence. The special case of surface-
effect excitation by surface waves (piasmons) is
analytically treated as excitation by p-polarized
light at an appropriate comp/ex angle of incidence
after an approach first taken by Stratton. ~2

The Mitchell-Makinson model, as a perturba-
tive theory, necessarily implies that excitation
fields are unchanged by surface excitation. This
criticism of the model, extensively dealt with in
the present paper, has been specifically directed"
toward recent surface-plasmon-decay calcula-
tions, "although any criticisms of the theory must
be equally applicable to optical modes of excita-
tion. The strength of the present calculation lies
j.n its unique treatment of field variations near the
surface, an approach which any improved theory
must include. The present approach is further
strengthened by the agreement of Adawi's' more
sophisticated Green-function approach to the prob-
lem with the result of Mitchell's early theory. As
a final point, we note that the idealization implicit
in assuming a completely free-electron gas neces-
sarily excludes the type of interference effects be-
tween volume and surface photoexcitation first sug-
gested by Schaich and Ashcroft, although Mahan'
has noted that these effects may be rather small.

A. Characteristic Photoexcitation

The calculations of this section include the de-
termination of expressions for surface photoexcita-
tion back into the volume of the metal, as well as
surface-effect photoemission into vacuum. It is
emphasized that the assumption of ideally smooth
surfaces implies that the shape of the spacial vari-
ation in the normal component of the excitation
field is independent of angle of incidence. This
allows factorization of surface excitation into an-
gular factors dependent upon energy, angle of light
incidence, and optical constants, and factors
termed characteristic photoexcitation, indepen-
dent of angle of incidence. The formalism is
equally applicable to optical excitation of the sur-
face effect at real angles of incidence or surface-
plasmon excitation at complex angles of incidence.

Beginning with the assumptions of the Mitchell-
Makinson model, the form of the external photo-
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current resulting from the excitation of a single
electron within the Fermi sea can be shown to be

(~,),.„„„=(4~'em/bf)
~
(~, ) ~

',
where hf is the z component (normal to the sur-
face) of momentum for the final, photoemitted
electron state .The matrix element (M/), coupling
the initial and final electron states in the excita-
tion process is given by

( )
(e/me) b/

2mt b~l

oo

Following the approach and notation of Mitchell,
the initial-state wave function in the excitation is
given by

zo pg e z zo Z(Z+k k 0

wave-function expressions may be determined from
continuity relations at z = zp. The vector quantity
a, in the above matrix element represents the z
component of the vector potential associated with
p-polarized-light excitation of the surface.

The above formalism of Mitchell-Makinson
yields an expression for the current into vacuum
resulting from the excitation of a single electron
within the Fermi sea. The need to calculate the
total absorbed energy due to surface excitation,
and thus to evaluate the validity of the unperturbed-
excitation-field assumption, prompted the calcula-
tion of the surface photocurrent excited back into
the metal as well as the surface photocurrent into
vacuum. To our knowledge, the only previous at-
tempt to calculate total surface excitation in this
manner is that of Wilems and Bitehie. ~

The result of this extension of the Mitchell-
Makinson formalism to the calculation of back ex-
citation yields

= b„W,/), i/p(2hz), z& zp (q,)„=(4v'em/@)
~

(/if, ) ~',

= b/W „//,/, (2ifz),
ge-i,g&z- zp) + eig(z- zp)

Z &Zo

and the final-state wave functions are given by

,f, + - ig(z- zp) + eig(z- zp)

(4a)

in analogy with E(l. (1).
The expression for the matrix element for back

excitation yields

(~,)=',-. ' "(-.'„-"-:(.',;) ((;). (8)

= b/*[W; // g/z(2ifz)]*, z & zp . (4b)

E + l&0

2, -Smm
I2 (k&O),

28z m (f O),

where the initial-state electron energy E, is nega-
tive (bound electrons) and lies below the Fermi
level, and the final-state energy E&= E„+bed.

The coefficients g„,bk, and g&, 5& in the above

P' and g relate to whether the excited wave func-
tion is outgoing or incoming at large distances on
the vacuum side of the metallic surface, W„&/z(y)
is a confluent hypergeometric function, the solu-
tion to the unperturbed wave equation in the region
of the image potential

V= —e /4z, z& zp .2

For z & zp, the potential is a constant, Vp-——ez/

4zp. The parameter s in Eqs. (8) and (4) is given
by s = v'me'/b'.

In the above expressions for initial- and final-
state wave functions, the electron momenta are
given by

For back-excited electrons whose final-state wave
functions have a z component of momentum suffi-
cient for escape (excitation above threshold), the
definitions for the wave functions g, and P/ are the
same as in E(ls. (8)-(6). For final-state wave
functions totally bound (back excitation below
threshold), we have the modified definition

f+ = - ig (z- zo) + a ig (z- zo)

8// 1/8( fz) & z zp (4a')

and f = —(87/ m/b )Z& (E/ is negative for bound
final states)

It is clear from the preceding expressions that
the back excitation and surface photoemission in
this formalism are completely determined by the
fixed parameters of the electron density of the
metal, escape barrier height, and by the detailed
behavior of the normal component a,,(z) of the vec-
tor potential excitation field. The treatment of this
field forms the essence of this paper's contribution
to the calculation of the surface photoeffect.

We begin by noting that for ideally smooth sur-
faces, Maxwell's equations yield the ratio of a,
just outside the surface zo to a, just inside the re-
gion of the surface-polarization charge zp, as

a (zp f (4)
( )a (zp (t) (())

independent of the angle of incidence Q of the ex-
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Q) ~ (gp /W2
a, (z, g, (o)

la, zo, &f, cu I

(10)

where the rather synthetic redefinition of the nor-
malized field for Id ~ ~~/v 2 is carried out in order
to avoid the singularity which would otherwise oc-
cur in s, (z) within the metal near the volume plas-
ma frequency, & = &~. Note that s, (z) is continu-
ous through ~~/W2, for a free-electron metal If.
we now redefine matrix elements of Eqs. (2) and

(8) in terms of s, (z, +), and remove the angular
factor to outside an integration over the appropri-
ate initial states within the Fermi sphere, ' we ob-
tain an expression for the total photoexcitation cur-
rent associated with some photon flux at an arbi-
trary angle of incidence. Dividing this current by

(ur cosQ/2mc) I a, (&u) I, the incident photon flux per
unit area (a, is the strength of the incident vector
potential field), we obtain an expression for photo-
excitation current per incident photon

where

a.(z,', y, u))
'

a, (~)

4cosg sin P INI
INcosg+cosQ" I' '

1 a.(z, , P, (o) '
cosP a, ((u)

citation field. This charge region is typically
around 1 A thick. Schiff and Thomas~~ showed that
if an exact quantum treatment of the detailed be-
havior of a, (z) is attempted, the shape of a, (z) is
found to remain independent of angle of incidence
within the region of the surface-polarization charge
variation. 34

The implications of these conclusions are im-
mediately clear. The angular variation in a, (z, Q)
may be factored out of matrix elements for the ex-
citation of each electron within the Fermi sea,
leaving an expression which is a characteristic
photoexcitation dependent only upon excitation en-
ergy, and a second factor, dependent only upon op-
tical constants and angle of light incidence. This
separation has the practical value of allowing one
to carry out the rather tedious characteristic ex-
citation calculation just once. This result may then
be applied to a number of specific experimental
situations by simply recalculating the appropriate
angular factors.

Accordingly, we may begin by defining a nor-
malized vector potential field in a nearly-free-
electron metal as

a, (z, 0, ~)
sg(zp (0)= I» (

~ ~ )I ) (0 ~(dp/W2

1
I NI 4 cosQ

a (zo Q (d)i

a, (~)

4 cosP sin'P
IXI INcosg+cosQ" I' '

(12)

m 00

(14b)

Specifying the limits of integration within the Fer-
mi sphere, we obtain the final result:

=(awmcw
min

y kF

I'((u) CH: back, above 2&~+ " "min

e
I'((u) CH: back, below 2&~&+

(15b)

+ "min

&&
' df(~z —bz ', )

( ), (15
4 p

where AF is the Fermi vector, and k~ „=0or 4
„

= —(Sw m/b ) (Kd+ Vo), whichever is greater.
(Ky) and (3R, ) are defined in Eqs. (14) and Py ap-
propriate to Eqs. (15a) and (15b) is given by Eq.
(4a), while Py appropriate to Eq. (15c) is given by
Eq. (4a'). Other relevant parameters are defined
in Eqs. (3)-(6).

Physically, the characteristic photoyields de-
fined in Eq. (15) are the yields that would occur
per incident photon if the normal component of the
field strength a.,(z) were somehow normalized so
that its value just outside (inside) the surface was
equal to the incident photon field strength for ex-
citation energies less than (greater than) ad~/W2.

We have thus defined our emitted and back-ex-
cited surface photoexcitation in such a way that
multiplying the characteristic yield by F~(Q) gives
the surface excitation per incident photon for an
arbitrary angle of incidence. The photoyield per

for N= (c)' -y =(eq —fez)'y, 6
Q the angle of inci-

dence, and Q" the complex angle of refraction.
The characteristic photoyield is of the form

Y, (~)=(2, ) d'k( "
) (13|

" limit
X

where g =f is forward emission and y=g is back
excitation. The redefined matrix elements are

(e/mc) by

2m I by I
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absorbed photon may be determined in a similar
fashion by defining the field ratio

where

e((u) =arccoshi ck„((u)/+i (20)

(d = 2Mp + c kqp
—(4Q)p+ c kpp)

2 1 2 2 2 1 4 4 4 1/2 (21)

such that gp(Q) times the cha. ra,cteristic photoyield
gives surface excitation per absorbed photon. The

p subscripts refer to p-polarized light.
We may express gp(Q) in a more generally use-

ful form by noting that for isotropic materials

4wo/c la, (zo, Q, (u)l + la„(zo,Q, (u)l ~ ( )
n(P) cos)t) I a, ((u) I'

(17)

where n(Q) is the optical absorption coefficient for
light excitation at angle P, and o()u) is the optical
conductivity of the medium. Thus

~)
o'(4) Ia, (zt', 0, ~) I'

4wo'/c Iag(zo) @, (u)l + la.,(zo, @, ~)lz

Im(Ncosg ) INsin&f Iz

Im(Noose") I sing I

IN I N N, ( I s in)t)
"

I + I cos)t) "I )
'

Q) ~
Mp /v 2, (18)

where N„and N, refer to the real and imaginary
parts of N. gp(Q) defined in this more general
form is equally applicable for real or for complex
angles of p-polarized-light incidence. In particu-
lar, if the complex angle Q,p(ru) representing the
surface-wave (plasmon) mode of p-polarized light
is used, then the resultant gp()t),p) factor will yield
surface photoexcitation per absorbed (decaying)
surface wave, when multiplied by the characteristic
surface photoyield.

At this point it is good to state explicitly that the
ideal free-electron model is used to describe vari-
ous physical phenomena throughout this payer
whenever this model gives a good first-order ap-
proximation to the process of interest. More ex-
act pictures are used only when the physical pro-
cess of interest is forbidden within the free-elec-
tron model. Thus our analyses of surface excita-
tion and surface-polarization charge-density vari-
ations are carried out based on the free-electron
model, while the factor gp(Q) giving the surface
excitation per absorbed photon (plasmon) neces-
sarily includes the actual complex index of refrac-
tion N, reflective of the actual energy absorbed by
the metal.

Proceeding with this view, the complex angle of
incidence appropriate to a surface wave upon an
ideally free-electron gas may be shown to be

t, )((up) = ~ —ie((u),

is the standard surface-wave dispersion relation
for an ideal free-electron metal.

The results of this section have thus shown that
surface-effect emission and back excitation may
be factored into characteristic excitation terms
independent of angle of exciting light incidence,
and field ratio factors. The field factors Pp()t)) and

gp()t)), when multiplied by the characteristic exci-
tation, give surface excitation per incident and per
absorbed photon, respectively, for arbitrary angle
of p-polarized-light incidence Q. The special case
of surface-plasmon excitation is treated by assum-
ing the complex angle of incidence of Eg. (19).

B. Surface-Polarization Charge

Perhaps the most significant contribution of the
present calculation lies in the improved treatment
of the normal component of the electromagnetic
field in the vicinity of the surface. The derivation
of the previous section presents a concise formal-
ism for calculating the emitted and back-excited
surface photoelectrons in terms of this component.
While the normalized form of this field component
is known in regions away from the surface-polar-
ization charge, 22

s, (zo, tu) =1,

(co) '(u ~ (u /u 2

Sz(zo ) (d) = 6((d) ) (0 Np /W2

(u)(u /v2

the variation in s, (z, ~) in the surface-polarization
charge region between what is designated zo and

zo, is strongly dependent upon the dynamic screen-
ing behavior of the electron gas. Schiff and Thom-
as first attempted a quantum solution of this prob-
lem, and Makinson4 extended their results, with
further approximations, to a calculation of the sur-
face yhotoeffect. Unfortunately, the essential fea-
tures of the dynamic behavior of the electron gas
was lost in the approximations of these treatments,
but Makinson's work did serve to point out the im-
portance of including the divergence term in the
excitation Hamiltonian, and the sensitivity of the
magnitude of the calculated surface effect to the
details of surface-polarization charge variations.

%'hile there has been no surface-effect calcula-
tion since that of Makinson which has attempted a
treatment of surface-polarization charge varia-
tions, the great body of work concerned with di-
electric response and charge-density fluctuations
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Fz = [(upz —(o((u + z/v)]/Pz, P = —vz (23)

(where v„=hk~/m is the Fermi velocity) for
charge-density variations within the volume of an
electron gas valid for ~ & ~~ (propagating waves) or
+ & +~ (attenuating waves). " These equations as-
sume an electron scattering rate 7 '.3~ It was sug-
gested by Sauterz' that similar charge-density
waves should be generated at metallic surfaces by
oblique-incidence p-polarized-light excitations.
A more exact analysis by Melnyk and Harrison has
shown that p-polarized-light induced charge-densi-
ty waves propagating from the surface have the
same dispersion relation [Eq. (23)j as volume
charge-density waves. Predicted resonance ef-
fects for ~ ~ &~ in these optically induced waves
have been experimentally verified in thin films. 3~'33

Independently of this work, Ritchie et al.~'3 found
that surface charge-density fluctuations associated
with surface plasmons could also be determined
from the Bloch equations. Spacial variations in
these charge fluctuations for small-wave-number
plasmons were in agreement with Eq. (23), con-
sistent with the view of this paper that surface
plasmons are a special case of p-polarized-light
excitation. The above authors7'8 confirmed that at
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FIG. 2. Image charge surface potential (dot-dash
curve), and stepped surface potential (dashed curve) for
Al. Also shown are associated electron charge densities
calculated from the electron wave functions forming the
occupied-state solutions for these two potential barriers.

in an electron gas provides a basis for the present
treatment not available to Makinson. Some re-
cent approaches to the problem of ihe dynamic be-
havior of an electron gas at a surface have been
quite sophisticated, but in the present treatment,
we have chosen to take the most simple model ca-
pable of yielding the essential nature of the depen-
dence of surface photoexcitation upon surface-po-
larization charge-screening effects. This model
is the semiclassical Bloch hydrodynamic scheme
as used by Crowell and Bitchie7 in the calculation
of surface-wave fields and as applied by Melnyk
and Harrison to the calculation of optical excita-
tion fields near the surface.

The linearized form of the Bloch equations yields
the dispersion relation

distances from the surface greater than the sur-
face-polarization charge thickness, the normalized
field component s,(z, ~) remains as defined in Eq.
(22) for both surface-plasmon and conventional p-
polarized-light excitations. In the surface region,
the field variation is defined by Eq. (23).

The simple picture discussed by Melnyk and
Harrison and Crowell and Ritchie assumed a step
discontinuity in' the electron charge density at the
surface. A more reasonable indication of the
actual charge density at a metallic surface is given
in Fig. 2 as calculated from the electron wave
functions associated with an image charge surface
potential. The charge variation is seen to occur
over a distance comparable to the polarization
charge region of appreciable variation in s, (z, id)
obtained from the Bloch equations. Crude ac-
count of the variation in the unperturbed metallic
charge density was taken in the present calculation
by convolving the function s, (z, &) with the deriva-
tive of the normalized charge density shown in
Fig. 2. This operation served not only to affect
an appropriate smearing of s, (z, ~), but also
served to pin the exact location of the "surface"
with respect to the wave functions involved in the
calculation.

The above determination of the normal compo-
nent of the vector potential field involved in sur-
face photoexcitation is the first such treatment of
the surface photoeffect to account for the dynamic
or screening behavior of the electron gas. The
treatment of s,(z, ~) avoids the field singularities
at &u = +~ in previous treatments by Makinson and
others, and enables us to carry out the present
calculation to ~ = ~~ and beyond.

Numerical evaluations ' of the characteristic
surface excitations of Eq. (15) are plotted in Fig.
3 for a free-electron model having the parameters
of Al (see Table 1). The qualitative behavior of
these curves indicates a very strong surface ef-
fect at energies below ~~, followed by the almost
total suppression of the effect near the volume
plasma energy.

The physical basis for this behavior may be ap-
preciated by recognizing the surface effect as a
photoexcitation process which occurs via momen-
tum conservation through electronic reflection at
the surface barrier, and through electronic inter-
action with the surface-polarization charge density.
At excitation energies below the Al surface-bar-
rier energy of 15.8 eV, some excited-state elec-
trons will always lie near the threshold energy
where momentum-conserving surface-barrier re-
flections are strong. At higher energies the
strength of the surface effect diminishes as partial
reflection of excited states decreases. Superim-
posed upon this effect i.s the electronic interaction
with the surface-polarization charge as given by the
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divergence term in the excitation Hamiltonian. At
energies well below 5&~, fields change ra 'dl
near the surface, and the divergence term is
large. Above the volume plasma energy f' ld

e ivergencediscontinuities become small and th d'

term becomes negligible. The almost total sup-
pression of the surface effect right at 5a ~~ is asso-
ciated with surface charge screening of the strong
normal field component within the metal (s,(zo, w)/
s, zo, &u) = &(&) ') to distances well away from the
momentum-conserving surface region. This dy-
namic behavior of the surface-polarizat' charge
is thus seen to have a fundamental influence on
the strength of the surface photoelectric effect.

C. Calculation Sensitivity

Over the years, various surface-effect calcula-
tions have em hp asized assumptions or approaches
unique to their treatment to the neglect of problems
of a more fundamental importance. The neglect
of surface fields is a case in point. In this section
we attempt to evaluate quantitatively the relative

ENDH, IZ

15.8 '

TABLE I. Aluminum optical constants and other
parameters used in the present calculation.

Aluminum

eV —&~ c2 eV beV —e~ e& Parameter eV

2. 0 44. 2 15.25 6. 5 4. 40 0.418 A (d 14.9'
2, 5 29, 6 7. 21 7. 0 3, 63 0. 325
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The optical constants, 6.5-9.0 eV, were matched to
the reflectance values of Refs. 30 and 37.

the Dru
'The optical constants above 9. 0 eV ake were taken from
e Drude-model match to experimental ref l
e . . e appropriate &3rude parameters are also de-

fined in that paper.
The calculation of EJ; was based on a fr — l
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curve is the forwe orward or photoemitted component YcH.
of surface excitation. Th d h de as e curve is the surface

CH: fat ard

excitation back into the metal Y
cited electr

&H.~ ~e such that ex-
ci e e ectrons have enough momentum normal to thma o e sur-

o ow escape. The dot-dash curve represents
surface back excitation for which excited electrons have
insufficient momentum for escape, Y
ion -short-dg- or -dash curve represents the sum of the three
contributions to total surface photoexcitation, Y
Ch t hhp otoexcltation in the isotropic excitation

cH:volume is shown as a dot-dot-volume-effect theory, Y
dash curve.

importance of various assumptions and parameters
used in the present calculation.

Itisau 'I is a unique aspect of this calculation that the
interaction between the surface-p 1

' t-po ariza ion charge
density and surfa, ce excited electrons has been in-
cluded. An important result of th ta approach is
emphasized in Fi'g. 4, which shows an enormous
peak in the back-excited surface excitation for en-

th
ergies 3ust above 5~~. No such peak appea rs in

e peak ise calculated forward emission. Th
clearly associated with the decay of optically ex-
cited volume plasmons into single-electron excita-
tions as the plasmons propagate from the surface
into the metal. The unreasonable magnitude of the
peak points out a fundamental shortcoming of the
present perturbative calculation. Wh'1 thi e e effect
of the polarization charge density upon the induced
surface excitation has been included, there has
been no attempt to self-consistently include the ef-
fect of exciting electrons back on the assumed
charge density. This problem is clear with regard
to the failure of Eq. (23) to include a strong single-

for such
particle decay-damping term once th fe requency

br
or such processes has been attained b tu a similar
reakdown in the semiclassical Bloch formalism

leading to Eq. (23) must occur at all frequencies.
Ideally, the possibility of momentum-conserving
excitations of electrons at the surface must be in-
cluded self-consistently in any treatment of the d-

ehavior of an electron gas near a surface.
no e y-

The curves designated I' in Fi 4
calculate

g. were
ca culated by arbitrarily replacing I'-=F„+iT, of
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~ ( j 'th I' —= 1 + iI' in the expressions forEq. (23J wl de yeg

the surface p o oef hotoeffect. The substitution had neg-
and the cal-li ible effect on the forward emission, and the ca-ligi ee e

culated curves in Fig. 3 for (d &~& areare based on
this substitution.

We have stated qualitatively that the surface-

photoeffect in essentially two ways. It couples
strongly to in ivi u

' d' 'd al electrons via the divergence
term in the excitation Hamiltonian, and it screens
the excita ion iet' f' lds away from the surface at fre-

These two effects are distinctlyquencies near &~. e
licitl shown in Fig. 5. The characteristic

forward emission is calculated over a range o re-
uencies for a normal component s, (z, &u) -=s, z,

10.5 eV), for s, (g, ~) —= 1.0, and for the correct
The field s, =—1.0, constant invalue s,gz, ~q. e

space and frequency, clearly y'ields no contribu-
tion to the divergence term and results in a cal-
culated forward emission which is considerably
less than e emith ission resulting from the inclusion
of divergence term effects inthe 10.5-eV field ca-
culation. The divergence-free field calculation is

ril less than the correct field calculationnecessarily ess an
correct field treat-at energies below 5~~, but the correc ie r

tuall dips below the constant field calcu-mentac a y i
lation for ~ near and above ~~, as e ie s i
the correct treatment are screened aw ya a from the
surface region. eThe surface charge and surface

andscreening su bsides at energies well above &~, an
the correct field calculation approaches the diver-
gence-free calculation.

There are three additional checks on the ealeu-

FIG. 4 "Plasmon-quasiparticle de yca "inherent in the
present sur ace-e ecf - ff t calculation is indicated by the

ak in back-excited electrons, FCH, b I,,~,enormous pe in
(d t-d h curve) for energies just above0- as

mittedconserve momen mtu prevents a similar peak for e
electrons (so i cu( lid curve). The curves designate I'd~~~

in of thet a crude attempt to account for damping orepresen a cru
es in the surface-surface-polarization charge-density waves in

effect calculation.

The preceding calculation has been structured
in such a way ath t the characteristic photoexcita-
tion curves o ig.f Fi . 3 may be easily adapted to the

l lation of surface photoexcitation in specificcacu aio
physical situations simply by multiplying y
appropria eiate field ratio factors such as F~ Q or

Th aluation of these and other factors
therfor Al are based on the optical constants and o er

30,36-38parameters of Table I.
A. Possible Optical Effects

It h b en emphasized that this is aperturbativeas e
calculation w ic mh' h makes no attempt to account for e
effectof surface excited electrons backonto the as-
sumed variation of the optical (plasmon) excitation
fields or surface-polarization charge. One point
where the perturbative assumption can definiteIy be
said to break own, iswak d

' s when the calculated surface ex-

Z
O
cn 0.3..

X
LLI

Q Z

g&G2. .

XP

tfL
p~
Q~ZI-g-~0.1.

ALUMINUM CORRECT FIELD
TREATMENT

10.5eV FIELDS
CONSTANT FIELD

I~ ~ ~ ~

10.0 20.0
PHOTON ENERGY (&V)

25.0

FIG. 5. Characteristic forward emission FcH fop~epg
assuming various ormus forms for the normal component s~

curve assumes(s, co) of the excitation field. The dot-dash curve assume
10 5 eV). The dashed curve assumes s~

orxIl(z, ~) —= l. 0, and the solid curve assumes the correct o
fors~ z, (d. oe) N t that the surface-charge-induced vari-
ations in sg z, co in space and frequency cause an enhance-
ment in the surface effect at low energies and a suppres-
sion near co~.

lation sensitivity which deserve mentintion. All were
carried ou int ' the low-energy region & ~&~ 2 .

' noftheThe first was a cornf t a comparison of the calculation o e
the orwarth f d emission calculated assuming a step
ra er an ith r than image surface potential (Fig. . e

eVmodified calculation was 10% lower at 10.5 e
30 p lower at 5 0 eV and a, negligible fraction o
h

' charge calculation at threshold. The
second check was to translate the excitation fie
s, (z, ro). The resultant calculated forward emis-
sion was found to change by —(+) 5/p over the entire

& ~ /W2 for a shift of + (-)0. 1 A. In the
third and final check, the polarization-c arge e-
cay coefficient 1" was increased by 50%%up and de-
crease yd b 33%%u The resultant change in the cal-

v2culated forward emission was -+ 20/p near 0'~~/
diminis lng 0 w

' h' t well under + 5% near threshold.

III. DISCUSSION
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FIG. 6. Plots of the field ratio factor 8 &(P) vs angle
of light incidence (solid curves). The value of this factor
increases with angle and is particularly large for the
complex angles P ((d) characteristic of surface waves.
When 8 (Q) exceeds (FCH, «&z) (dot-dash curve), the
surface effect can be said to dominate the energy loss per
absorbed photon or per decaying surface wave (plasmon),

In either plot, however, one sees that sux face ex-
citation comes to dominate the plas mon-de cay
process for surprisingly small plasmon wave vec-
tors�.

As a final comment on the question of possible
surface optical effects, one notes that g~(P) di-
verges to infinity in real metals as ~-0 and %&~
goes to l.0. [The apparent dropoff in g~(P) near
2. 0 eV in Al Fig. 6 ls x'elated to the intex'band
transitions occurring in Al near l. 4 eV.] This ls
equivalent to saying that volume photoexc itation
becomes quite small at low energies. Total sur-
face excitation F«.„«,w as calculated in the limit
&- 0, but it was found that it decreased more
rapidly than g&(P, ttt) increased. The ratio of sur-
face to volume absorbed energy for oblique angles
of incidence was found to approach zero as (d - O.

B. Volume- and Surface-Effect Photoemission

citation approaches or exceeds one electron per gb-

sot'bed photon (decaying plasmon). Of comparable
interest is the fact that when and if this criteria
is met, surface excitation will come to dominate
the total energy absorbed by the metal and thus
should be directly observable in optical as well as
in photoemission experiments .

In Fig. 6 we see plots of gt($) for various real
angles of light incidence and for P = Q,t(&tt). The

indicated in the figure is the total charac-
teristic sux'face excitation plotted in Fig. 3.
clearly, the definition of g~ implies that the total
surface excitation per absorbed photon will exceed
one electron whenever gt (Q) exceeds (Yc„.„„t)'

~

Thus (Fctt.„„t)' has also been plotted on Fig. 6
in order to establish very quickly under what cir-
cumstances surface optical effects or the break-

downn

of our pe rtu rbative calculation might occur .
One sees immediately that tt &(Q) remains appre-
ciably less than F~'„.««, for all x eal angles of
light incidence. It is only when gt(Q) is calculated
for the complex angles of incidence characteristic
of surface waves that Bt,(g) exceeds yct„.t,«» and

by an appreciable amount. This is a first example
of a general conclusion of this paper: Surface
teaches (plasmons) form a uniquely effective mode

of P Polarized Hght e-xcitation o-f the surface Photo
electric effect. The physical origin of this effect
is the strong concentration of high- jp plasmon en-
e rgy near the surface.

The strength of the total surface excitation per
decaying plasmon is perhaps better indicated in the
plot of gt (p+) Y'cH, „tttvs plasmon wave vector in
Fig. '7. In an attempt to take crude account of the
breakdown of our perturbative calculation, we have
redefined the total exc itation:

(Bp yes)total) = e p( gpycsltatal) .

49
lU
CL

lh X

KQ
$lA 30

2.e+
g
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FIG. 7. Total surface photoexcited electrons 8 & (P)
FQH (pe+ per decaying surface plasmon {solid curve) .
The curve is vs plasmon wave vector, but plasmon energy
is also indicated. The modified expression, 1-exp(- ~

&

Fcn gpss~) (dRshed curve) ls also shown Note when these
curves approach 1.0, surface excitation comes to domi-
nRte plRSMOn deCRy.

In the previous section we dealt with the question
of whether the surface effect could dominate the
total absorbed energy and found that our calculation
implied such effects were only appreciable in plas-
mon excitation. A question that has been of much
greater historical interest is the question of the
relative strengths of the surface-vs-volume photo-
effects in photoemission under various experimen-
tal circumstances. The problem of obtaining a
general answer to this question on the basis of our
surface-effect calculation is complicated by the
problem of selecting a proper model for the volume
photoef fect. M ahan has recently pointed out that
severe directionality effects occur with volume-
effect photoexcitation in the monovalent alkali
metals. Such sharp directionality should be sub-
dued in trivalent Al, and it may be reasonably ac-
curate to assume isotropic excitation, and a rela-
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tively simple volume-effect model.
It will be assumed in the discussion that follows

that Al electron energy levels are unperturbed
from free-electron values, and that volume-effect
excitation of these electrons is isotropic and oc-
curs with equal probability for all accessible elec-
trons within the Fermi sea. A rather simple iso-
tropic excitation volume-effect model then follows.
The normalized distribution in electron energy E,
of photoexcited electrons becomes

D(E, n) = yo(E n~——Vo)"',

one sees that this characteristic volume photoyield
is the yield per normally incident photon which
would occur if the total field strength inside the
metal could somehow be normalized so that its val-
ue just inside the surface was equal to the incident
field strength, over the region of the surface il-
luminated by this photon. With these physically
consistent definitions, the ratio of forward surface
effect emission to volume effect emission for an
arbitrary angle of excitation is given simply by

S/V=V, (y) Y,.„,.(m),
hco+ Vo& E &5.++ Vo+ Ez, hv & Ez

E~ & E & 5co + Vo+ E~) &co & E~,

(25)
(@ )

—YCH:irorwerd(@+~

YCH:,.l...(~~)
'

S(E) = I - [I/(I -E/ V,)]'~' .
(26)

Of course, only half of the excited electrons move
towards the surface, and many of those are scat-
tered. The number reaching the surface may be
accounted for by the factor ,'n(Q, h(u—)l,(h&u), where
c((p, fl(u), the optical-absorption coefficient, is the
reciprocal of the optical energy penetration depth
and l, (ji(u) is an effective escape depth of the
primary (unscattered) electrons. Incorporating
this factor and recalling the identity (17), we ob-
tain the volume effect photoyield per incident
photon:

(a, (z;, e, ) t'+(a, (z„e, ) I')
volume +

I a (~) I ICOS

We digress at this point to recall that the sur-
face photoeffect in Eq. (15) was defined as a char-
acteristic photoyield, independent of the angle of
incidence of the exciting optical (plasmon) fields.
It will prove extremely useful to define the volume
photoyield in a similar fashion. The physical
definition of the characteristic surface-effect pho-
toemission of Eq. (15) was the photoyield per nor-
mally incident photon which would occur if the field
strength a, (z, (u) could somehow be normalized so
that its value just outside the surface was equal to
the incident photon field strength, over the region
of the surface illuminated by this photon. If we
define a characteristic volume photoyield from
Eq. (27)

(4m'/c) l. (h(u)y(@u)
CH:volume (28)

where yo is the normalization constant. If one as-
sumes that all excited electrons can reach the sur-
face and that the surface escape probability is given
by a classical escape cone, then the photoyield
that one expects per absorbed photon is given by

y(lou) = f S(E)D(E, Ku) dE,

where all angular effects are contained in the field
ratio

5:,((t ) I a; ((u) I 'cos(t)
I,( o, 4, )I'+I' .( o, @, )I'

la, (z;, @, (u)l'
Ia, (zo, (t), (u) I'+ Ia„(z,, (t), (u) I'

tocsin@

I'
Isin&f&" I'+ I('cos(t)" I' (u ~ (ue /W2 )

I'a, (zo, (t), o))1

Iae(zo) 4) ~)I'+ Ia.(zo) 4» lu)I

I sin(t) I

INIo(Istno))" Ioy IC
" lo)'

(20)
A comparison of the relative strengths of the sur-
face and volume photoeffects thus reduces to an
evaluation of Y„«,(8'(u) and an evaluation of g~((l),
(u) for specific experimental situations.
Ycs,„„„,(Ku) has l, (8'(u) as its only free parameter.
This was determined for Al between 6.0 and 11.5
eV by analysis of experimental smooth-surface
photoyield data on Al ss Below 6 0 eV, values for
l, (iHu) were set equal to l, (6.0 eV), while above
11.5 eV, values of 1,(h(u) were linearly tapered
from the l, (Ku) values at 11.5 eV to its value de-
termined by Geselle and Arakawa at 22 eV.39 The
resultant evaluation of Yca.„„„,(&p) of Eq. (28)
is plotted in Fig. 3, while the reciprocal of F„«,
is shown in Fig. S.

A quick glance at the plots of 'U~((I)), (u) and

(Y„«,) of Fig. 8 indicate the total dominance of
the surface effect over the volume effect at ener-
gies near threshold and oblique angles of incidence,
followed by the almost complete suppression of the
surface-to-volume ratio near 5~~. This suppres-
sion near the plasma energy is a result of surface
charge screening effects as previously discussed,
and shows itself as a sharp null in 7,,«, near h~~.
Of greater significance are the large ratios of sur-
face-to-volume excitation which occur at low ener-
gies. This enhancement at low & is clearly an op-
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roughness, and in fact the presence of such rough-
ness serves only to obscure a simple experimental
observation of the surface effect, a point of his-
torical interest. It was implied in the discussion
of Fig. 1, and is assumed in the discussion of this
section, that it is experimentally possible to pro-
duce films of certain nearly-free-electron metals
which are sufficiently smooth so that roughness-
aided surface-wave excitation can be ignored ex-
cept in the immediate vicinity of the surface plas-
ma energy. It may also be assumed that the ob-
scuring effects of roughness in optical excitation
can be ignored at all frequencies.

%hen such specular surfaces are obtained, the
detection of the surface effect in optical excitation
can be simply achieved through the measurement
of the "vector ratio" 4~

FIG. 8. Plots of the fieM ratio factor 'Up(ft)) vs angle
of light incidence (solid curves). Note the enormous en-
hancement in this factor at low energies and high angles
of incidence. The surface effect dominates isotropic vol-
ume effect photoemission whenever'U& exceeds (F,~tqo)
(dot-dash curve).

tical effect, totally associated with the large values
of the field ratios g~(P, ~). Noting the definition
of V~ in Eq. (30), we see that the large values of

V~ at low energies may be directly interpretable
as resulting from the exclusion of the macroscopic
fields from the volume of the metal. Summarizing
these results, our calculations indicate volume-
effect photoemission remains comparable to or
greater than surface emission for oblique angles of
incidence at most excitation energies. It is only at
low excitation energies, where the macroscopic
excitation fields are excluded from the volume of
the metal, that surface-effect photoemission can
grow to many times the volume photoemission.

C. Possible Experimental Implications

There remains the question of how to experi-
mentally observe the surface photoelectric effect,
whether it be in the surface wave (plasmon) or di-
rect optical mode of excitation. The strong plas-
mon mode of surface-effect excitation can only oc-
cur through the intermediary of surface roughness
and the experimental details of roughness-aided opti-
cal excitation and decay of these surface waves
have been extensively described in the litera-
ture ~ 37'4 and will not be reviewed in this section.
Bather we concentrate on a discussion of the pos-
sibilities of experimentally observing the somewhat
weaker, but historically more important, optical
mode of surface excitation. This mode of excita-
tion occurs without the intermediary of surface

(31)

where Y~ and Y, refer to the experimentally ob-
served photoyields for p and for s polarized light
excitation. Equation (31) assumes only that the
surface and volume photoeffects may be considered
additive. 8 ~9 Clearly, (31) reduces to

Fp(8(dp Q) Yp, „g„(%Opf)
[ ( ) ( )]

Y,(h(u, Q) Y,„,„,(h(u, Q)
(32)

if we recall our definition of U~Y»«, as the ratio
of surface-to-volume effect photoemission for p-
polarized light. The virtue of the approach of
measuring the vector ratio lies in the fact that
while photoyield in the volume theory depends
strongly upon the optical-absorption coefficient cy,

the electron escape depth /„reflectance, ~~ and
the polarization of the exciting light, the vector
ratio of yields within the volume theory at energies
that we will find of interest43 depends strongly only
upon the reflectance ratio [1 —R~(fg~, Q)]/
[1 —R, (tug, Q)] = hR /bR, . The ra—tio bR~/r R„
and thus Y~„„,/Y, „,„maybe reliably deter-
mined in terms of well-known optical constants of
the metal. Any percent deviations in the experi-
mental Y~ / Y, from Y~ „,, / Y,„,„,may then be
unambiguously attributed to the factor 'U~ Ypgt fo p

provided only that ~~ Y„«,is sufficiently large to
exceed the small uncertainties in the calculated
Yp, volume/ Y8, volume'

A summary of the experimental circumstances
under which the ratio U~ Y„«,might be expected to
be both appreciable and measurable is provided in
Fig. S. The solid curve 'U~(80') Y„«,in Fig. 9
is probably the single most important result in the
calculations of this paper. It indicates that the
surface-to-volume ratio at grazing incidence and
near threshold becomes so large as to introduce
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an increase in the total vector t'
1000~(

or ra io of. almost
~~0 over mhat one mould expect ' ' l

ume-effect theorsory. Note that the plots of '0 (Q)
'

g. re monotonically increasing in Q for ig

& ~~, and somewhat insensitive to Q for

as on
u p pgtfp at grazing incidence is about as l

ne could expect to observe. The relativel
at ' as arge

small value of 'U &80'~ Y~ Y„«pnear and above ~~ is
also significant, both as it relates to the difficulty

and as it r
in observing the surface effect at thec a ese energies,
an as it relates to possible obscuring effects of
surface excitation in obliqu l hte ig incidence photo-
yield measurements such as thas ose recently re-
ported on by Geselle and Arakawa. 3~

A large magnitude for the ratio g Y does not
ri y imp y an easily observed effect. The

rent must
absolute magnitude of the surface-effect h-e ec p otocur-
ren must also be appreciable, and thus the sur-
face effect ield ery p incident photon at grazing in-
cidence, 7 (80')l'') o„.«,„~~(gd)has been plotted in

in thi
Fig. 9. Figure 10 allows one to see the v

' t'varia ion
is photocurrent with angle of incidence. Ne

note that at low energies p ak
'

the s in e photocur-
rent occur at high angles of incidence while at
higher ener iesg', peaks occur at lower angles.

One can make the very sp feci ic conclusion on
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FIG. 9. Summar ry graph for optical excitation of the
surface effect. The solid curve 'U (80') F
ratioio of surface-effect to volume-effect h

p pzt&p show s the
e-e ec p otoemission

exec ation at 80 angle of incidence. Note the surface
effect exceeds the volume effect at 1 s
a faca actor of 10. The absolute magnitud of the surface-

o - ot curve), as is an expanded plot of the fractional

F
total energy absorbed by the surface effect, 10 && 8 (80')

CH..t,t& (dot-dash curve). A special lot f th
p

surface-to-
i po o t eratioof

ace-to-volume photoemission 'U (10 ) F
for 10'

p pgtlp is ShOWn

, thought to be comparable to the surface angle
y typical realpresented to normally incident light b t

smooth surfaces. Note the surface effect is negligible
except at lowest energies.
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Two questions naturally arise in compa thring e
p ications of our calculations with e e '

Is there an existin
wi experiments:

ere any existing experimental evidence for the
c an, re a q es-surface photoelectric effe t d

ion of historical importance, why have so man
previous attema tempts to detect experimentally the sur-

the basis ofis of curves in Figs. 9 and 10 that the op-
tically induced surface effect may bmay e most easily

the ve
an unambiguously determined in Al bin y measuring

f ~ ~

e vector ratio of photoyield in Al t h'a igh angles
o incidence and at energies 1-2 V be a ove the pho-
toemissive threshold.

gy ab b d
As a final point, we note that the frae ractional ener-

gy a sorbed Ygy a b d «p cH:tptal Sv in electrons per ab-
sorbed hotonp on] by the surface effect is also plotted
for grazing incidence (80') in Fig. 9 and ind'

y discussed, that this quantit is al
quite small

iy is aways
q

' ll for all possible energies of e 'to exci ation.

V Y
ra io o sur ace-to-volume photoe mission

p pgtlp is also shown Plotted for 10' in F'
This a

in Fig. 9.
ngle is thought to be comparable to the ef-

fective an le reg p esented to normally incident li ht
b the smy oothest metallic surfaces t ' ll

n ig
ypica y pre-

pared in actual experiments " Ths. e very low value

i th
i ica ion for our ignor-of is ratio serves as a just f' t'

'ng e importance of roughness in discussi
rect o tical ex '

op ica excitation of the surface effect. It also
in iscussing di-

t
tends to confirm that normal da inci ence photoexci-
ation of smooth surfaces sh ld bou e regarded as a

e mos nearly-free-elec-volume effect in all but the m t
ron metals and

should b
even in these the surface eff tec

on y a lowest en-id be considered significant onl at
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FIG. 11. Photoemitted electrons per decaying surface
plasmon. Experimental results are given by the solid
curve (Ref. 11). The isotropic volume-effect calculation
f(g p'(p~)/p(p~)] FcH.„l,is given by the dashed curve,
and the dot-dash curve represents the surface-effect cal-
culation g p(f~) FcH.g( ~3 d(A(d). The dot dot-dash curve
is the sum of volume- and surface-effect theories.

A preliminary report of a comparison of the ex-
perimental results of Ref. 11 for Al with the sur-
face-wave decay calculations of the present payer
for Al has already been given, ~3 but will be re-
viewed. The experimental yield per decaying sur-
face wave was determined by measuring both the
induced reflectance drop and photoyield increase
associated with coupling to surface waves. This
result is shown plotted vs plasmon energy in Fig.

face effect failed? These two questions conve-
niently divide into a consideration of the surface
wave (plasmon) vs the optical mode of p-polarized
light excitation of the surface effect.

Our calculations imply that the Plgsmog mode
of excitation should result in the strongest surface
photoeffect, and in fact recent plasmon-decay data
provide the only strong evidence to date for the
surface effect." An extensive discussion of the ex-
perimental approach to detecting this effect is
found in Ref. 11, so this topic was neglected in

Sec. GI C. Nevertheless it is useful to review and

expand upon the results of Ref. 11 in this section
in view of the improved calculations of the present
paper.

A possible method of detecting optical excitation
of the surface effect was described in Sec. III C,
and it is suggested in the present section that the
historical failure to observe the surface effect in

the alkali metals through such methods may be due

to peculiarities in the monovalent alkali metals that
make them ill-suited to such an approach.

A. Experimental Evidence in Surface-V4ve Decay

L Photoyield per Decaying Surface Plasmon

11. Also shown are the calculated photoyields in
both the volume- and surface-effect theories.

The volume-effect curve per decaying plasmon
is calculated from the same isotropic excitation
model described in Sec. III. It is given by

&..i...~ a~.,
~dicho~:(~~)

= [9,(4.,)/~, (4.,)] &ca:,.„,()a ), (33)

as implied in Eqs. (16) and (29). The surface-ef-
fect calculation is simply g~($,~) Fca,„,„d(K&)
[8~(p,~) Fca,„„,(Ku) was plotted for surface waves
in Fig. V].

Clearly, the sum of surface- and volume-effect
calculations give excellent agreement with the ex-
perimental yield data at high plasmon energies, an

agreement which the isotropic volume effect is
totally unable to achieve. These high-& surface-
wave decay data provide what are at the very least
unquestionable evidence for the breakdown of iso-
tropic volume-effect theory, but which are more
realistically viewed as the most simple and con-
cise evidence available for the surface effect. The
raw experimental data indicated plasmon-induced
yield increases of from 0. 15 to 0.25 electrons per
additionally absorbed photon near 10.5 eV, depend-

ing upon the surface studied. In the isotropic vol-
ume-effect theory the escape cone is so narrow at
these energies that less than 0. 04 electrons can
escape per decaying plasmon, even if we assume
an infinite inelastic scattering length l,. Signifi-
cantly the pure surface effect at these energies
would give about 0.20 emitted electrons per decay-
ing plasmon or absorbed photon (note the ratio of

Fca'forward jyca'total a 0. 5 eV 1n F g. ). 1

should be mentioned that if we had attempted to com-
pensate for the perturbative nature of our calcula-
tion, as was done in Fig. V, then the agreement
between experiment and theory at these high ener-
gies would not be quite as good.

At lower energies, the plasmon-decay yield con-
tinues to be much stronger than the volume theory
would indicate, and while the surface theory is sig-
nificantly higher than experiment, it does provide
a good explanation for the strong experimental re-
sult. The sensitivity of the surface calculation to
several parameters discussed in Sec. II makes the
experimental disagreement with the surface theory
much more easily justified than the disagreement
with the volume theory.

Although the calculation of this paper is carried
out for Al, the implications of these results should
be applicable to all nearly-free-electron metals.
There have been no quantitative measures of the
strength of the photoyield from surface waves in
metals other than Al, but recent electron distribu-
tion curves (EDC's) taken on other metals provide
good qualitative confirmation of the surface effect
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in plasmon decay. Implications of our calculations
and experiments discussed are that plasmon decay
provides a uniquely effective means of exciting the
surface effect, even on relatively smooth surfaces.
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FIG. 13. Experimental and calculated lifetime-broad-
ening effects. The solid curves for both the reflectance
drops in Al and Mg (Befs. 11 and 18) and photoyieM in-
crease for Al (Hef. 11) were calculated from a volume-
effect decay theory (Hefs. 40 and 48). Experimental data
are shown as dotted curves.
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I'IG. 12. Electron distribution curves (EDC's) for Al,
Mg, and Na. The top frame is for excitation energies
between 90% and 100% of the surface plasma energy S(d,
and EDC's show triangular shapes characteristic of EDC's
in the surface-effect theory (dashed curve). The middle
frame is for excitation energies 10% to 20% above the sur-
face plasma energy, and the EDC's have low lying struc-
ture indicative of scattered electrons from volume photo-
excitation. Secondary electrons begin to dominate the
shapes of the EDC's in the bottom frame.

Coupling to plasmons, and thus this mode of ex-
citing the surface effect on slightly roughened sur-
faces, should terminate at or just above the high-4
surface plasma energy, and thus excitation of the
surface effect should terminate near this energy for
normally incident light. Since there is little pos-
sibility of the creation of secondary or scattered
electrons in surface photoexcitation, 46 the termina-
tion of the surface effect would be expected to man-
ifest itself as an emergence of low-energy electron
peaks characteristic of scattered electrons in the
volume theory.

The EDC's of Al, Na, and Mg shown in Fig.
12 indicate just such an effect. EDC's plotted for
excitation energies (90-100)% of the high-0 sur-
face-wave energy in the top frame show no strong
evidence for secondary or scattered electrons,
and their triangular shape is in good agreement
with the shape of the EDC calculated in the surface
theory of this paper and shown as a dashed curve.
At (10-20}%above the surface-wave cutoff energy
in the middle frame, all three metals show the
emergence of low-lying scattered electrons char-
acteristic of the volume theory. In the bottom
frame, secondary electron peaks begin to dominate
the shapes of the curves, particularly in Mg, the
least free-electron-like of the three metals.

2. Lifetime Broadening in Surface- Wave Decay

It was first suggested by Wilems and Ritchie
that surface photoexcitation might contribute quite
heavily to the lifetime broadening of high-k surface
plasmons. However, in more recent calculations
it has been assumed that volume photoexcitation
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dominates the broadening of the lower-P surface
plasmons excited by optical radiation upon typical
real surfaces. The result of the present calcula-
tion on Al is somewhat in contradiction to this re-
cent view, indicating that the surface effect should
dominate plasmon loss for all k,~ o 5x 10-3 A-' (Fig.
7). Such surface waves are easily excited on real
Al surf aces."

The experimental reflectance and photoyield
curves for optically excited plasmons in Al" and

Mg in Fig. 13, in fact show broadening of excited
plasmons that is appreciably greater than predicted
from just a volume-effect decay mechanism (solid
curves). 48 The Al broadening near 10. 5 eV was
found to be about 2. 5 times that expected from a
pure volume theory. This value is reasonable and
consistent with the calculations of this paper. Fig-
ure V indicates that 2. 5 times volume-effect broad-
ening should occur for plasmons with wave vectors
k,~ = 6x10-~ A ' (easily excited on real surfaces).
Also from the present calculation, one finds this
particular surface wave should result in the sur-
face-effect emission of -0.16 electrons per decay-
ing plasmon, in good agreement with the experi-
mental observation of -0.20 electrons per plasmon
near 10. 5 eV.

A related point of importance is that plasmon
damping in the surface-effect theory would be ex-
pected to increase linearly in k in agreement with
recent inelastic low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) observations in Al by Bagchi et al.4 While
their measurements showed appreciably weaker
broadening than indicated in Fig. 13, the good
agreement between the experimental broadening
observed in Fig. 13 and the calculations of this
paper tend to provide further strong evidence for
the surface effect in plasmon decay.

B. Surface Photoelectric Effect in Alkali Metals

Perhaps the most intriguing question with regard
to the surface photoelectric effect is the question of
why the effect has not been experimentally ob-
served in direct optical excitation. Virtually all
attempts at this observation to date have been on
the monovalent alkali metals. 4 7 A certain ex-
planation of why these attempts have failed is im-
possible, but we feel that we can at least give an
explanation that is consistent with the picture de-
veloped in recent experiments~' ~ and in the re-
sults of this paper. This explanation may be con-
veniently divided into two distinct spectral regions
as shown in Smith and Spicer's photoyield data on
Na in Fig. 14.

At lower energies, the difficulty in obtaining
smooth alkali films ' would be expected to in-
troduce strong coupling to surface plasmons, con-
sistent with observations in Al. ~~ It is not sur-
prising therefore that Smith's data show strong
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coupling to surface waves on the specular film pre-
pared on a liquid-Nz-cooled substrate (note the
sharp peak right at Id,~), as well as on the diffuse-
ly reflecting film prepared at room temperature.
It has been observed more recently that this cou-
pling is enhanced by the peculiar susceptibility of
the alkalis to surface contamination. 5 In this re-
gion below the high-k surface plasma energy, it
is likely that surface-wave decay dominates the
photoyield even in the smoothest films prepared,
and with ~~ so close to threshold in the mono-
valent alkalis, it likely dominates right down to
threshold. Most attempts to optically excite the
surface effect in the alkalis have involved mea-
surements of the vector ratio of yields as described
in Sec. III C. In principle, p-polarized light should
give an anomalously large yield indicative of sur-
face-effect excitation. In reality, however, we
see that measurements of the vector ratio in this
energy range, instead of giving a measure of the
ratio of volume-effect to surface-effect emission,
will merely give the ratio of eouphi~ to surface
waves for s-polarized vs p-polarized optical exci-
tation. Essentially, the strong surface effect in-
herent in plasmon decay has been the very mech-
anism that has served to obscure and confuse pre-
vious attempts to optically excite and observe the
surface effect at low energies in the alkalis.

At higher energies approaching S~~, we have
seen that surface charge-screening effects cause a
strong suppression of the surface effect. Although
spurious excitation of surface plasmons is no
longer a problem, it is doubtful that the surface
effect is strong enough to be observed in this ener-
gy range. Smith's failure to observe a higher pho-
toyield in his rough film than in his specular film

4 8 8
PHOTON ENERGY (eQ )

FIG. 14. Photoyield from diffuse and specularly reflect-
ing Na films (Hef. 47). The data conveniently divide into
a spectral region below Ku+, for which coupling to surface
waves is appreciable, and a spectral region near A~&,
where surface charge effects cause a suppression of the
surface effect.
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over these energies tends to substantiate this con-
clusion. Above the volume plasma energy our cal-
culations on Al have indicated that the surface ef-
fect should increase somewhat. However, these
Al calculations assumed that Al is well described
in the Drude picture at these energies with &2

monotonically decreasing with energy. In fact, it
is known from recent experiments that q~ in-
creases in the alkalis above ~~ so that the ratio
of surface-to-volume photoemission would be ex-
pected to be less in the alkalis than in Al. Prob-
lems of observing the surface effect in this spec-
tral range are compounded by experimental prob-
lems of obtaining polarizers and preparing opaque
films. A more certain analysis of the surface ef-
fect in the alkalis should await improved calcula-
tions of the effect such as described for Al in this
paper.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A modified form of the Mitchell-Makinson 4

time-dependent perturbative calculation of the sur-
face photoelectric effect has been presented, and
numerical results have been calculated for Al.
Modifications include the calculation of electron
excitation back into the metal as well as electron
emission into vacuum, A significant improvement
in the treatment of surface fields and surface-po-
larization charge variations is based on the Bloch
hydrodynamic equations. This approach allows
calculation of the surface effect to the volume
plasma energy (k&u~) and beyond.

It is argued on the basis of recent experiments
that atomically smooth and clean metallic surfaces
may be reliably obtained. The assumption of such
ideally smooth surfaces allows a generalized cal-
culation of the surface photoelectric effect in terms
of p-polarized-light excitation at arbitrary oblique
angles of incidence. For sufficiently smooth sur-
faces, optical coupling to the surface effect by p-
polarized light is considered direct. Where rough-
ness-induced coupling to surface waves (plasmons)
is significant, the plasmon mode of surface-effect
excitation is treated as a special case of p-polar-
ized-light excitation at an appropriate complex
angle of incidence. The general expressions for
surface photoexcitation by p-polarized light are
shown to be factorable into excitation field factors
dependent upon optical constants and angle of in-
cidence, and factors termed characteristic photo-
excitatiom, dependent upon the details of the sur-
face barrier and surface-polarization charge vari-
ations, but independent of angle of light incidence.

Numerical evaluation of the characteristic photo-
excitation factors indicates an enhancement in the
surface effect at energies well below ~~ asso-
ciated with electronic interaction with surface-
polarization charge. For energies near 5o» sur-

face charge screening of excitation fields is seen
to introduce a correspondingly strong suppression
of the surface effect. Surface excitation necessari-
ly requires an excitation field component normal
to the surface, and this dependence is seen explic-
itly in the strong dependence of the excitation field
factors upon angle of p-polarized-light incidence.
The large magnitude of the field factors at complex
angles of incidence characteristic of surface-wave
(plasmon) excitation of the surface effect indicates
that surface plasmons are a uniquely effective mode
of p-polarized-light excitation of the surface photo-
electric effect.

Comparisons of the relative strengths of calcu-
lated surface photoexcitation and volume photoex-
citation have been carried out, with an isotropic
volume-effect photoexcitation model used where
appropriate.

The results indicate that the surface effect is
sufficiently strong at energies well below h&~ to
dominate the decay of high-0 surface plasmons typ-
ically excited on real surfaces, and to dominate the
photoemission associated with these decaying plas-
mons for all plasmon wave vectors and energies.
The effect is somewhat weaker in direct optical
excitation, but is still sufficiently strong so that
the surface effect dominates photoemission from
p-polarized-light excitation at high real angles of
incidence over a broad energy range below ~~.
The effect in fact becomes exceedingly strong at
energies approaching threshold in polyvalent Al,
with the predicted ratio of photoyield from p- vs
s-polarized light many times the ratio expected in
a pure volume theory. This high calculated ratio
implies that the measurement of s- and p-polarized
light photoyield ratios at threshold energies in
nearly-free-electron polyvalent metals should pro-
vide a uniquely effective means of observing the
heretofore unobserved direct optical excitation of
the surface photoelectric effect.

As one moves to higher energies, the ratio of
surface-to-volume effect photoemission for high
real angles of incidence is found to be much less,
becoming almost completely suppressed near ~~
and remaining relatively weak even above the vol-
ume plasma energy.

The importance of surface roughness in promot-
ing coupling to surface photoexcitation is examined
by calculating the surface-to-volume effect ratio
for an angle of incidence believed to be comparable
to the surface angle presented to normally incident
light by typical smooth surfaces. The ratio is
found to be negligible for all but the lowest excita-
tion energies. This result tends to confirm that
normal incidence excitation of smooth surfaces
should be regarded as inducing a volume photoef-
fect in all but the most nearly-free-electron met-
als, and even in these metals, the surface effect
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for normal incidence light should be considered
significant only at energies near threshold, or at
energies where coupling to surface plasmons is
appreciable.

Direct results and implications of these surface-
effect calculations have been compared to existing
experimental data. Comparisons divide conve-
niently into discussions of the surface-wave (plas-
mon) vs di.rect optical modes of p-polarized-light
excitation of the surface photoelectric effect.

The surface-plasmon mode is predicted to be the
strongest mode of surface-effect excitation and it
is pointed out that surface-plasmon-decay data pro-
vide the only strong experimental evidence to date
for the surface photoelectric effect. Plasmon-in-
duced yield increases and observed surface-plas-
mon broadening in Al are shown to be in good
quantitative agreement with the calculation, while
EDC's taken on Al, "Mg,

' and Na. are shown to
be in qualitative agreement with the picture de-
veloped in the calculation.

The historical inability to observe the surface
effect in direct optical excitation of the alkalis'
is examined and explained in terms of the results
of the calculation. Spurious coupling to the strong
surface effect associated with surface-plasmon ex-
citation is thought to be responsible for the inability
to obtain unambiguous data at low energies in the
alkalis. At higher energies near and above ~~, it
is thought that the strong surface cha, rge screening
effects described in this paper cause a suppression
of the surface effect to where it is not easily ob-
served. Clearly, direct optical excitation of the

surface effect is most easily 'observed at low ener-
gies, and it is thought that such observations will
be least susceptible to spurious surface-wave cou-
pling if in the future one looks at polyvalent metals
such as Al where threshold energies lie well below
the surface plasma energy.

In summary, this paper describes a general cal-
culation of the surface photoelectric effect which
is equally applicable to surface-wave (plasmon) or
direct optical excitation. The calculation is based
on an improved treatment of surface-oolarization
charge-density variations. Results indicate a sup-
pression of the surface effect near and above the
volume plasma energy and an enhancement at lower
energies. Both the surface-wave and optical modes
of surface-effect excitation are strong in this low-
energy region, but the surface-wave (plasmon)
mode of excitation is found to be particularly effec-
tive, in agreement with recent experiments. Pre-
vious failures to observe direct optical excitation
of the surface effect are explained, and it is sug-
gested that such future observations would be best
made near threshold energies in polyvalent nearly-
free-electron metals such as Al.
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We report the results of a detailed study of resonant Raman scattering from the mixed crys-
tal Al„Ga~~s at 2 'K using a continuously tunable dye laser. The dye laser enables us to ob-
tain the exact resonance line shape. Comparison of the resonance behavior of the GaAs-like
and the AIAs-like LO phonons allows us to determine the energy of the band gap accurately.
In addition to the resonance behavior, we have also studied the 1-LO linewidths and line
shapes, the behavior of the TO phonon and local modes, and also certain broad luminescence
features present in the spectra.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant Raman scattering from solids has been
investigated rather extensively in the last few years
from experimental and theoretical viewpoints. '
Most of the experimental work until now has been
done by using the various discrete lines of differ-
ent lasers, ~ by varying temperature of the sample,
or by applying external perturbations such as mag-
netic field3 or stress on the sample. However, the
recent advent of pulsed~ and cws dye lasers pro-
vides a very powerful tool for studying the reso-
nance phenomena in Raman scattering from solids.
For example, the use of a flashlamp-pumped dye
laser enabled us to study in detail the resonant
Raman scattering due to bound excitons in CdS.7

A cw dye laser has been receritly used by Cerdeira
et a/. for studying resonance phenomena in ger-
manium.

In this paper we describe our results on reso-
nant Raman scattering from Al, Ga& „Asby using a
cw dye laser. We can obtain the exact line shape
of resonance by using this technique. Further-
more, this technique enables us to compare the
resonance behavior of two different LO phonons
(one GaAs-like, another A1As-like) and provides
us with a technique for obtaining the band gap of
the material rather accurately. ("GaAs-like" LO
phonon is the one whose energy approaches that of
the LO phonon in GaAs as x approaches zero. )

It should be mentioned here that GaAs is a di-
rect-gap (E, =1.52 eV at 2 K) material, whereas




